Dutch Collar.—Use spool silk, size D. Put 110 stitches on a foundation string of the silk, double thread, about eighteen inches long. Make one row with the large mesh stick, a little smaller than an ordinary lead pencil. Crochet between every loop of the netting. Next make a double crochet in every other of the single crochet. Fasten the foundation string as it will not slip.

Doily.—Use spool silk, size D. Put 36 stitches on a foundation string.

Next use a stick the size of a very coarse knitting-needle. Make 5 rows with this. Next use the large stick for one row, setting five stitches and skipping the second and making 3 stitches in the 5d, skip 1, set 3 in the next all across the collar. For next 5 rows use the small stick and narrow at each end of the collar, by taking the two outside stitches together. Narrow the 5d row at one end and the 4th at the other end. Now use the large stick and make 1 row. After which use the small stick and make a cross-stitch row. Net 1, skip 1, set 1, skip the skipped 1, set 1, skip 1, etc. This makes a cross-stitch row which is pretty. Make 4 more rows with the small stick. Make another cross-stitch row and 4 more rows with the small stick. Break thread and begin netting at the neck of the collar. Narrow 3 times on each end of the collar. Using small mesh stitch, begin at the neck and net 20 stitches, making extra stitches as you turn the corner. Use large stick for the next row. Net 1, skip 1, set 3 in next stitch and skip 1, set 3, etc., all around. Next row net 1, skip 1, set 2 (net 2 instead of 3 as in last row). Last row net every stitch. Fasten the foundation string the length desired. Crochet an edge by making two single eighteen inches long, made of D twist, double thread. Use a mesh stick a little smaller than a common lead pencil, and a smaller stick the size of a very coarse knitting-needle. Make 5 rows with the small stick, then use the large stick and make 2 stitches in every loop. Make 5 rows with the small stick. Next use the large stick, set 3, skip 1, set 3, skip 1, for one round. Next use the small stick, making 5 rounds. Next use the large stick, setting 2 in every loop, after which use the small stick and net 5 rounds. Next use the large stick for one round. Now use the small stick and make a cross-stitch row. Net 1, skip 1, set 1, next not the skipped 1, set 1, cross every other one. Make 5 rows with the small stick. Now use the large stick and make 1 row, use the same stick by netting two loops at a time for one row. For the next row use the same stick, netting 3 stitches in every loop. Next net 5 rows with the small stick. Now with the large stick set 3, skip 1 all around. Next row set 2, skip 1. Last row net every stitch. Draw up the foundation string, and tie securely. Steel netting-needles for carrying the thread cost 10 cents each, and a set of four bone netting-meshes, the smallest of which is about the size of a small pencil. 36 cents.